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2. QUESTION TO BE ANSWERED

Is the A.C.E. Revision II or the census more accurate for shares and levels for states, counties,
and places?

3. METHODOLOGY

Appendix A contains a detailed description of the methodology for the construction of the
confidence intervals for the undercount rate while Appendix B describes the loss function
methodology.

The construction of the confidence intervals incorporate both sampling and nonsampling error.
Since most of the data available on the quality of the original A.C.E. is being incorporated in the
A.C.E. Revision II, the estimation of the net bias will use the data that was not included. The bias
combined the error due to inconsistent reporting of variables used in poststratification (Bench
2002), the error due to using the inmovers to represent the movers in the PES-C formulation of
the dual system estimator (DSE) (Keathley 2002), and the error in the identification of duplicate
enumerations in the census as measured by administrative records (Bean and Bauder 2002). The
estimate of the variance in A.C.E. Revision II included three error components. These are the
sampling error, the error due to the choice of the missing data model (Kearney 2002), and the
error due to the choice of model for correcting for duplicate enumerations (Davis 2002).

Confidence intervals that incorporate the net bias as well as the variance for the undercount rate
provide a method for comparing the relative accuracy of the census and the A.C.E. Revision II

estimates. We will estimate the net bias in the census coverage correction factor for each
poststratum. With the estimated bias and variance for each evaluation poststrata, we can estimate
the bias and variance V in the net undercount rate and form the 95% confidence interval
for the net undercount rate by

.

Since corresponds to no adjustment of the census, one comparison of the relative accuracy
of the census and the A.C.E. Revision II estimates is based on an assessment of whether the
confidence intervals for the evaluation poststrata cover 0 and .

The loss function analysis uses the estimated bias and variance to estimate an aggregate expected
loss for the census and the A.C.E. Revision II for levels and shares for counties and places across
the nation and within state. The loss function is the Mean Squared Error (MSE) weighted by the
reciprocal of the census count for levels and the reciprocal of the census share for shares. The
weight for both the census loss and the A.C.E. Revision II loss calculation is the reciprocal of the
census count. The motivation for the selection of the groupings of areas for the loss functions is
the potential use of the A.C.E. Revision II estimates in the postcensal estimates program.
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Loss function analyses were carried for the following groups:
Levels
1. All Counties with population of 100,000 or less
2. All Counties with population greater than 100,000
3. All places with population at least 25,000 but less than 50,000
4. All places with population at least 50,000 but less than 100,000
5. All places with population greater than 100,000

State Shares
1. All Counties
2. All places

US Shares
1. All places with population at least 25,000 but less than 50,000
2. All places with population at least 50,000 but less than 100,000
3. All places with population greater than 100,000
4. All states

4. DATA REQUIREMENTS

1. We require the following files from DSSD:
- Replicate coverage correction factors (CCFs) from DSE production variance

estimation
- Synthetic DSE estimates for states, counties, places using alternative duplication

modeling assumptions
- Direct DSE estimates for evaluation poststrata using alternative duplication

modeling assumptions
- Correlation bias estimates

2. We require the following files from PRED:
- Replicate CCFs used in measurement bias estimation
- Replicate measurement bias of CCFs
- Replicate CCFs used for imputation variance estimation

3. We require the following files from DSCMO:
- Poststratified micro-level census file
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5. DIVISION RESPONSIBILITIES

1. The Decennial Statistical Studies Division (DSSD) will be responsible for managing the
study.

2. The Planning, Research, and Evaluation Division (PRED), the Decennial Systems and
Contract Management Office (DSCMO), and DSSD will be responsible for creating input
files.

3. PRED, DSSD, and the Statistical Research Division (SRD) will collaborate to develop
analysis plans, conduct the data analysis, and prepare the report.

4. See the milestone schedule for more specific information regarding responsibilities.

6. MILESTONE SCHEDULE

Activity Person(s)
Responsible

Planned
Start

Planned
Finish

Draft study plan Mary 10/22/02 10/25/02

Computer design
• Develop
• Review

Randy
Mary, Bruce

10/22/02
10/25/02

10/30/02
11/3/02

Develop and test software:
• Census tallies
• Synthetic DSEs and sampling

variances
• Imputation variances
• Bias estimates and variances
• Duplication modeling variances
• Loss functions
• Confidence intervals

Randy 10/22/02 10/28/02
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File deliveries:
• Poststratified micro-level census file
• Replicate CCFs for DSE production

variances
• Correlation bias estimates
• Replicate CCFs for imputation

variance estimation
• Replicate CCFs for measurement

bias estimation
• Deliver alternative DSEs

DSCMO
Doug

Eric
Anne

Katie

Eric

12/15/02 12/15/02

Run software:
• Census tallies
• Synthetic DSEs and sampling

variances
• Imputation variances
• Bias estimates and variances
• Duplication modeling variances

Randy 12/16/02 12/23/02

Run loss function and confidence interval
software

Randy 12/24/02 12/24/02

Deliver final results Randy 12/24/02 12/24/02

Analysis
Draft report
Final report

Mary, Bruce,
Randy 12/25/02

12/31/02
12/31/02
12/31/02

7. LIMITATIONS

• The estimated bias in the A.C.E. Revision II estimates may not account for all the sources
of bias or may not account for the included nonsampling error components well.
Estimates of correlation bias used in the A.C.E. Revision II are assumed to be without
error.

• The estimated variance in the A.C.E. Revision II estimates may not account for all the
sources of variance or may not account for the included nonsampling error components
well, especially for error from choice of model for accounting for duplicates.

• The expected loss could instead have been measured by a loss function other than squared
error weighted by the reciprocal of the census count.
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9. RELATED STUDIES

• The Confidence Interval and Loss Function Analysis (CI&LF) will use data from the
Census and Administrative Records Duplication Study to assess the error in the
identification of census duplicates from the Further Study of Person Duplication (FSPD).

• CI&LF will use data from the Evaluation of the Error Due to Using Inmovers to Estimate
Movers in the bias estimation.

• CI&LF will use data from the Evaluation of the Error Due to Inconsistent
Poststratification Variables in the bias estimation

• CI&LF will use data from the Evaluation of the Missing Data Model in the variance
estimation

• CI&LF will use data from the A.C.E. Revision II estimation programming to estimate the
variance due to the choice of the duplication model in the variance estimation
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APPENDIX A

Estimating Bias in the Re ACE Estimates and Forming Confidence Intervals

Mary H. Mulry

This appendix describes a method for estimating the bias in the A.C.E. Revision II from four
sources of error under the assumption that all other errors are zero, or at least negligible. The
four sources of error are the error due inconsistency in the E-sample and P-sample reporting of
the characteristics used in defining the poststrata, the error in identifying cases with census
duplicates in both the E- and P-samples, the error due to using inmovers for outmovers in PES-C,
and ratio estimator bias.

In addition, we describe the construction of confidence intervals for adjustment factors for
estimation cells or aggregates of estimation cells, such as evaluation estimation cells.

We examine the errors with the current formulation of the match rate for the calculation of the
A.C.E. Revision II presented in “Summary of A.C.E. Revision II Methodology” ( Kostanich
2002).. We will use the same definitions of variables as found in the draft of Summary of A.C.E.
Revision II Methodology.

First we discuss the correct enumeration rate and the match rate defined in Summary of A.C.E.
Revision II Methodology. Then we discuss each of the four error components and develop how
to estimate the bias from their combined effect.

Correct enumeration rate for A.C.E. Revision II

The correct enumeration rate for poststratum i for the calculation of the A.C.E. Revision II from
Equation (5) of the draft of Chapter 6 is the following:

where
= total weighted E-sample in poststratum i.

= correct enumerations without a census duplicate in poststratum i

= double sampling adjustment for E-sample in Revision Sample poststratum . The Revision

Sample poststrata are collapsed A.C.E. sample poststrata.
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= probability of that t is a correct enumeration (CEPROBF)

= probability that enumeration t has a census duplicate outside the search area

= probability that enumeration t with a census duplicate outside the search area is retained after

unduplication (see draft of “Summary of A.C.E. Revision II Methodology”)

= E-sample weight for person t.

For ease of discussion, we rewrite the correct enumeration rate for poststratum i as

where

= correct enumerations with census duplicates in poststratum i .

Match rate for A.C.E. Revision II

The match rate for poststratum j for the calculation of the A.C.E. Revision II DSE from the draft
of Summary of A.C.E. Revision II Methodology is the following:

where

= P-sample nonmovers without a census duplicate in poststratum j

= P-sample nonmover matches without a census duplicate in poststratum j

= P-sample outmovers in poststratum j

= P-sample outmover matches in poststratum j

= P-sample inmovers in poststratum j

= double sampling adjustment for P-sample group G, where G = nm, om, or im, in Revision

Sample poststratum . The Revision Sample poststrata are collapsed A.C.E. sample poststrata.
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= double sampling adjustment for matches in group G, where G = nm or om, in Revision

Sample poststratum .

= probability that person s has a census duplicate outside the search area

= probability that person s with a census duplicate outside the search area is retained after

unduplication (see “Summary of A.C.E. Revision II Methodology”)

= P-sample weight for person s. The weight is assumed to include the probability of

residence in draft Chapter 6, but that formulation needs to be reconsidered.

= probability of being a resident of the sample block on Census Day (RPROB).

= probability person s with a census duplicate was matched in production

= estimated proportion of P-sample persons in poststratum j with census duplicates outside the

search area who are not retained as resident nonmovers by the duplicate study because they
should have been coded as inmovers.

For ease of discussion, we rewrite the match rate for poststratum j as

where

= P-sample nonmovers with census duplicates in poststratum j

= P-sample nonmovers with census duplicates in

poststratum j who are not retained as nonmovers by the duplicate study because they should have
been coded as inmovers.

= P-sample nonmover matches with census duplicates in

poststratum j

Pr(Res = probability of being a resident (RBROB)
























































